Methods for estimating release rates during high frequency quantal secretion and for testing such methods.
The rate of spontaneous quantal release must be estimated in some investigations of synaptic transmission, even when frequencies are so high that individual quanta cannot be distinguished. An obvious method is to measure the time integrals of the summed MEPPs and then dividing this value by the integral of an average MEPP. The method was tested by recording miniature end-plate potentials (MEPPs) at frog neuromuscular junctions, counting the number of MEPPS, and then adding together records from the same junction to simulate high frequencies. The estimates from the integral method agreed well with the actual counts. The method can readily be used with a microcomputer and does not require stationary data. Methods based on fluctuation analysis were also used to estimate quantal frequencies, but they did not always give good estimates. This was not a thorough test of the fluctuation method, but an example of testing with MEPP data. The integral method might be reasonably reliable, but there are further potential complications, like changes in MEPP size and short-circuiting of the end-plate membrane, which may make it difficult to obtain reliable measurements of high frequency quantal secretion without voltage clamping and protocols that permit measurements of individual MEPCs during the course of the frequency measurements.